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ABSTRACT

Most applications in urban vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) rely on information sharing, such as real-time traffic
information queries, and advertisements. However, existing data dissemination techniques cannot guarantee satisfactory
performance when amounts of information requests come from all around the network. Because these pieces of information
are useful for multiple users located in various positions, it is beneficial to spread the cached copies around. Existing
work proposed caching mechanisms and conducted simulations for validation, but there is a lack of theoretical analysis
on the explicit caching effects. Because of the complex urban environment and high mobility of vehicles, quantifying the
caching effects on the VANET performance is quite challenging. We present the cache coverage ratio as the metric to
measure the caching effects, and theoretical analysis is given based on reasonable assumptions for urban VANETs, through
which we find the affecting factors include vehicle density, transmission range, and ratio of caching vehicles. We deduce
the quantitative relationship among them, which have similar forms as the cumulative density function of an exponential
distribution. We also consider the impact of vehicle mobility to predict the future cache effect on surrounding roads of the
caching area. We conduct intensive simulations, which verify that the theoretical analysis results match quite well with the
simulated reality under different scenarios. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are special wire-
less ad hoc networks in which communication nodes are
moving vehicles. VANETs have great potentials in the
applications of driving safety, intelligent transportation,
points-of-interest queries, and so on. The key function of
these applications is information exchange. For instance,
applications of location-related information queries deal
with requests such as “Is there a traffic congestion
on XXX Road?,” “Are there available parking slots near
XXX Restaurant?,” and “What are the movies showing at
XXX Cinema?,” which contain the delivery of requests
to the corresponding area and responses back. As another
example, applications of location-based advertisements
aim to deliver the information of promotions and sales to
interested users, which include the subscription message
delivery from users to the advertisement location and the
information dissemination to the subscribed users.

However, existing routing and data dissemination mech-
anisms in VANETs cannot support these applications well

especially when there are amounts of requests for the same
information from various positions. Specifically, because
of the complex urban VANET environment, packet deliv-
ery between distant vehicles is significantly affected by
dynamic network topology, intermittent connectivity, and
features of wireless communication. Existing researches
show that the packet delivery ratio presents obvious drops,
and the latency experiences significant increase when com-
munication vehicles are distant [1,2].

Therefore, a direct way to improve the performance is
to make multiple information copies cached at different
positions. In other words, caching is exactly the technique
that is beneficial for information sharing by distributing
the desired information or data around (certain areas of)
the network so that requests from anywhere can be quickly
responded by nearby copies. Compared with deploying
particular roadside infrastructure, choosing vehicles as
cache carriers has the advantages of low cost and simple
configuration. Besides, the routing and data dissemination
mechanisms are scarcely affected.
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Some empirical caching mechanisms are proposed for
information-query applications. The simulation results
prove that caching can bring nearly 100% improvement
of the query success ratio in certain scenarios. And dif-
ferent caching mechanisms bring different benefits, up to
50% difference in the query delay [3,4]. On the other side,
caching can introduce some extra overhead on storage and
communication for cache management, which leads to a
trade-off between overhead and benefits. Besides, there
are also some other potential ways to apply caching in
VANETs. For instance, the information centric networking
architecture such as Named Data Networking [5] has built-
in caching. When the architecture applies to VANETs, it
is hopeful that some existing designs of caching mecha-
nisms [6] can be helpful.

It is necessary to have a clear insight on the caching
effects, that is, how much caching influences the VANET
performance, which not only helps design and assess the
caching mechanisms but also gives a guideline to deal with
the overhead trade-off. However, the assessment of caching
effects in VANETs confronts with great challenges. Owing
to the high mobility of vehicles, cached copies also move
quickly along with the vehicle carriers, which brings dif-
ficulties to characterize the cache effects in a long term.
To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of related
work on studying the caching effects in VANETs with
theoretical analysis.

In this work, we try to characterize the caching effects
theoretically. We put forward the cache coverage ratio to
quantify the caching effect. In brief, the cache coverage
ratio is the ratio of vehicles that can access the data within
certain hops, while the formal definition will be given
later in Section 2. The main contents of our work include
the following.

(1) We present the cache coverage ratio to measure the
caching effects in the caching area. Then we give the-
oretical analysis based on reasonable assumptions of
urban VANETs.

(2) We find the quantitative relationship among the cache
coverage ratio, vehicle density, transmission range,
and caching rate (ratio of caching vehicles) at any
instant, which has similar forms as the cumulative
density function of an exponential distribution.

(3) We consider the vehicle mobility to predict the
future cache coverage ratio on surrounding roads of
the caching area when vehicles with cached data
move onto them afterwards. We give the quantita-
tive relationship among the future cache coverage
ratio, vehicle density, vehicle speed, transmission
range, caching rate, and the signal phase cycle of
traffic lights.

(4) We verify the theoretical analysis using intensive
simulations with urban vehicle traffic simulator Sim-
ulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) [7], which show
that our analysis results match quite well with the
simulated reality.

Based on the theoretical analysis, we can compute the
cache coverage ratio in specific scenarios, which is help-
ful for the estimation of caching effects, and we can also
find the necessary caching rate for desired caching effects,
thus guide the design of caching mechanisms for VANETs.
Besides, our analysis also gives a hand to the trade-off
between the caching overhead and benefit.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the formal description of the caching problem in
urban VANETs. Section 3 shows the theoretical analysis,
and Section 4 demonstrates the simulations. Related work
is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
whole paper.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we present the formal description of the
caching problem in urban VANETs.

2.1. Network model and assumptions

As described previously, VANETs are special wireless ad
hoc networks in which vehicles moving on roads with
high speeds are communication nodes. Vehicles commu-
nicate with each other through wireless multi-hop trans-
missions. Same as classic network modeling, we apply
graph modeling for VANETs, that is, the network is
abstracted to a graph G.V , E/. V represents the node set,
that is, the set of vehicles, and E represents the edge
set. An edge exists between a pair of nodes if the cor-
responding vehicles can communicate directly. Because
of the dynamic network topology, a VANET is hard to
be represented by a single static graph. Instead, the net-
work snapshot at any instant can be viewed as a graph;
thus, the dynamic network can be represented by a series
of graphs G.V , E, t/, where t denotes the time instant.
Graphs at different time instants are correlated. In other
words, following some vehicle mobility rules, a graph
G.V , E, t/ with a later time instant t “generates” from
a graph G.V , E, t0/ with an earlier t0. Nevertheless, we
can still consider each graph as an independent one to
investigate some concerned problems such as connectivity
and caching effects. Because transmissions always hap-
pen at a certain moment, we can first quantify the caching
effects by individual static network snapshots. Then we
take the vehicle mobility into consideration to further quan-
tify the future caching effects on surrounding roads of the
caching area.

To simplify the modeling, we make some abstractions
and assumptions listed as follows.

(1) We abstract the urban road topology to a Manhattan-
like grid, that is, all roads have the same length, and
there are only horizontal and vertical roads.

(2) We assume that the vehicle headway (i.e., dis-
tance between vehicles) follows a certain distribu-
tion. Sorts of distributions are proposed and applied
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in existing work, including exponential distribu-
tion [8], Gamma distribution, and log-normal dis-
tribution [9]. Our analysis can be performed with
any certain distribution, but for simplicity, we use
the exponential distribution in the following analy-
sis. And we assume the vehicle density is constant
so that the vehicle headway is exponentially dis-
tributed with the same rate parameter across roads.
But the vehicle density near intersections is higher,
which indicates a larger rate parameter for zones
near intersections.

(3) We assume the transmission range of a vehicle is
a round disk, and all vehicles have the same trans-
mission radius. Vehicles can communicate directly
if the distance between them is not greater than the
transmission radius. And we assume the transmission
radius is much larger than the road width so that we
neglect the affects of road width.

(4) We assume simple traffic lights with fixed signal
phase cycles are deployed at intersections, and vehi-
cles have fixed turning probabilities.

(5) We assume that the vehicle speed is basically stable
in non-intersection zones, which is close to the speed
limit of roads.

(6) We assume that each vehicle in the caching area has
the same probability to have a cached copy for a
specific piece of data, so that caching nodes are uni-
formly distributed. This probability is equal to the
expected caching rate.

(7) We do not consider the packet loss because of chan-
nel fading or interference in the model analysis.

Among the aforementioned abstractions and assump-
tions, the fourth and fifth assumptions are only useful in
the analysis of mobility impacts, while the others are used
in the general modeling.

2.2. Formulation and notations

Under the network model and assumptions described pre-
viously, we propose the cache coverage ratio as follows.

Definition 1. A vehicle is called to be n-hop covered if
there exists at least one path of n hops or less between the
vehicle and any vehicle with cached data.

In the aforementioned definition, the cached data denote
the specific piece of data that we are concerned with.

Definition 2. The n-hop cache coverage ratio of an area
is defined as the ratio of vehicles that are n-hop covered,
that is, the number of vehicles that are n-hop covered
divided by the total number of vehicles.

The n-hop cache coverage ratio measures the caching
effects well, because a high ratio means that most vehicles
can obtain the desired data with no more than n hops, and a

Table I. Notations.

Notation Description

L Grid length of the road network.
R Transmission radius of nodes.
r Radius of intersection zones.
�1 Rate parameter for intersection zones.
�2 Rate parameter for non-intersection zones.
� Probability that a node is a caching node.
ˆn n-hop cache coverage ratio.
v Node speed in non-intersection zones.
T Signal phase length of cyclic traffic lights.

low ratio means that amounts of vehicles have to exchange
information through a long path. Thus, the cache coverage
ratio has a direct relationship with the success ratio and
latency of data access, that is, a high cache coverage ratio
usually means a high success ratio and small latency, while
a low cache coverage ratio often comes with a low success
ratio and large latency.

Then we present the formal problem description of
caching effects. In a graph G.V , E/ abstracted from a
VANET at some instant, nodes are positioned with expo-
nentially distributed intervals on an L-length grid, and an
edge exists between two nodes if their distance is not
greater than R. The rate parameters for intersection and
non-intersection zones are �1 and �2, respectively. Here,
we define the intersection zones to be zones within the dis-
tance r of intersection points. Besides, each node in the
caching area has the same probability � to be a caching
node. The first problem is to compute the n-hop cache
coverage ratio ˚n of the caching area. Then we con-
sider the impacts of node mobility given the condition that
the node speed in non-intersection zones remains stable
around v, and the cyclic traffic lights at intersections have
a fixed signal phase length of T (i.e., duration of red/green
light). The second problem is to compute the future
n-hop cache coverage ratio on the surrounding roads of
the caching area. The related notations are listed in Table I
for clarity.

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the theoretical analysis on the
cache coverage ratio with details.

3.1. Snapshot analysis

We first investigate the VANET snapshots to study the
cache coverage ratio at certain instants.

3.1.1. One-hop cache coverage ratio.

As a start, we quantify the one-hop cache coverage ratio,
which can be approximately computed as follows.
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VC denotes the set of one-hop covered nodes, VRS and
VRS

C denote the set of nodes and one-hop covered nodes
on a specific road segment (RS), and PRS

1 denotes the
probability that a node on the road segment is one-hop
covered. Because E.jVRSj/ can be easily computed based
on the exponential distribution, the main concern becomes
the computation of PRS

1 . A node is one-hop covered if it
is a caching node or it is a neighbor of a caching node.
Therefore, we have Equation (2), in which QRS

1 denotes the
probability that a node is a neighbor of a caching node on
the road segment.

PRS
1 D �C .1 � �/Q

RS
1 (2)

To compute QRS
1 , we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The probability that a node located at x on
the corresponding road segment in Figure 1 has a neighbor
caching node that can be computed as follows.

QRS1
1 .x/ D 1 � e��2�2R��,

QRS2
1 .x/ D 1 � eŒ��1.rCR�x/��2.xCR�r/���,

QRS3
1 .x/ D 1 � e

h
��1.rCR�x/��2.xCR�r/��1�2

p
R2�x2

i
��

,
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��1.3rCR�x/��2
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xCRC2
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R2�x2�3r

�i
��

,

QRS5
1 .x/ D 1 � e

h
��1�4r��2

�
2RC2

p
R2�x2�4r

�i
��

Proof. See Appendix A. �

Combining the aforementioned equations, the one-hop
cache coverage ratio can be computed. Note that for
RS2�RS5, QRS

1 (also PRS
1 ) depends on the exact node

position, thus the expressions of E.jVRS
C j/ in Equation (1)

change to integral shown as follows.

Figure 1. Dividing of road segments for computation of cache
coverage ratio.
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3.1.2. N-hop cache coverage ratio (N>1).

We continue to compute the n-hop cache coverage
ratio. Similar to Equation (1), the ratio can be computed
as follows.

ˆn �

P
RS PRS

n E
�
jVRSj

�
P

RS E
�
jVRSj

� (3)

PRS
n denotes the probability that a node on the road segment

is n-hop covered. Also similar to Equation (2), we have
Equation (4) in which QRS

n denotes the probability that a
node locates in the n-hop range of a caching node on the
road segment.

PRS
n D �C .1 � �/Q

RS
n (4)

However, the determination of the accurate n-hop range
is rather complex. Thus, we give an upper bound and
an approximate computation method instead. The upper
bound is based on the fact that the n-hop range with the
transmission radius of R cannot be greater than the one-
hop range with the transmission radius of nR. As shown in
the succeeding text, ˆR

n denotes the n-hop cache coverage
ratio with the transmission radius of R, andˆnR

1 denotes the
one-hop cache coverage ratio with the transmission radius
of nR.

ˆR
n � ˆ

nR
1 (5)

The approximate method is based on the computation
of expected one-hop distance, that is, the distance to the
farthest node within the transmission range. We have the
following theorem for the computation of expected one-
hop distance.

Theorem 2. If the transmission radius is R, and the node
interval follows the exponential distribution with the rate
parameter of �, the expected one-hop distance E.D/ on
straight roads can be computed using Equation (6).

E.D/ D R �
1 � e��R

�
(6)

Proof. See Appendix B. �

Then the n-hop range can be approximated by 2Œ.n �
1/E.D/C R�. Thus, we can compute QRS

n as follows.
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QRS
n D 1 � P.no caching node in the n-hop range/

� 1 � e���2Œ.n�1/E.D/CR��

D 1 � e�2�Œ�nR�.n�1/.1�e��R/�

(7)

3.2. Analysis of mobility impacts

We make a step further to study the mobility impacts on
the caching effects. The most significant impact of mobil-
ity is the movement of caching nodes, which affects the
cache coverage ratio in surrounding areas. Therefore, we
focus on intersections to study their impacts on incoming
vehicle flows so as to predict the future cache coverage
ratio on roads one (or more) intersection away from the
caching area. Our analysis method is a sort of “framework,”
which can be extended to different kinds of intersections,
and we show the ones with simple cyclic traffic lights as a
typical example.

3.2.1. Intersection modeling.

The most important part of the analysis is the modeling
of intersections. We use intersections with simple traf-
fic lights deployed as the analytic focus. Specifically, we
consider the following scenario and problem.

(a) A simple traffic light with fixed signal phase cycles
is deployed at a typical intersection in a Manhattan-
like grid road network. “Simple” means that there are
no special lights for left/right turns, that is, left-turn
vehicles share the same lights with the straight-going
ones and right-turn vehicles can always pass. “Fixed”
means that both the green and red lights always last
for a certain duration.

(b) One or more vehicle flows come to the intersec-
tion from roads located in the caching area. Thus,
these incoming vehicles have a certain caching rate.
Besides, the vehicles have fixed turning probabilities
at the intersection. The problem is “what is the future
cache coverage ratio on the roads that the outgoing
vehicle flows will move onto after passing through
the intersection?”

We observe that the outgoing vehicle flow presents a
periodic two-phase change according to the changes of
traffic lights. As shown in Figure 2, in the first phase (left

Figure 2. Periodic two-phase change of vehicle flows.

Figure 3. Periodic changes of vehicle distribution on the outgo-
ing road.

figure), the north-direction outgoing flow consists of the
straight-going flow from south and right-turn flow from
east, while in the second phase (right figure), the outgoing
flow is made up of the right-turn flow from east and the
left-turn flow from west.

Under the assumption that vehicles move with a sta-
ble speed, the distance between outgoing vehicles of an
incoming flow after passing an intersection follows the
exponential distribution with a rate parameter equal to that
of the incoming flow multiplied by the turning probabil-
ity. Besides, incoming flows from different directions are
independent, so the distance between outgoing vehicles
follows the exponential distribution with a rate parameter
equal to the sum of each rate parameter multiplied by the
corresponding turning probability.

Taking the north road in Figure 2 as an instance, the out-
going vehicles present a periodic change in the distribution
as shown in Figure 3. The length of each segment is vT ,
in which v denotes the vehicle speed in non-intersection
zones, and T denotes the signal phase length of cyclic
traffic lights, that is, the duration of a signal light in a cycle.

3.2.2. One-intersection-away roads.

Based on the previous analysis, we can easily obtain the
cache coverage ratio on roads one-intersection away from
the caching area. The deduction process is quite similar as
that in Section 3.1. Because of the complexity of formulas,
we only show the basic ideas with a simple result in detail
as the typical example.

Formula 1 (Simple Computation Method). In the one-
intersection scenario shown in Figure 2, when only the
vehicles coming from south have a certain caching rate,
we can use Equation (8) to compute the approximate future
one-hop cache coverage ratio on the north road.

ˆ1 �
1

4�ps�vT
f�ps.1C 4�RC 2�vT/ � 2

C e�4�ps�R.2 � �ps/�

Œ1C �ps.2R � vT/��g

(8)

Deduction. The deduction process of Equation (8) is
similar as that in Section 3.1. So we only show the main
steps as follows.
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Figure 4. Dividing of road segments for computation of cache
coverage ratio.

First, we have the following equations similar to
Equation (1).

ˆ1 D jVCj=jVj � E.jVCj/=E.jVj/

D

P
RS E

�
jVRS

C j
�

P
RS E.jVRSj/

D

P
RS 2�

R
RS PRS

1 .x/dx

2� � 2vT

The last step can be explained as follows. The vehicle
headway in the one-direction incoming flow follows the
exponential distribution with the rate parameter of �, so we
use 2� for two directions. And our computation focus is a
2vT-long road segment consisted of a two-phase cycle as
shown in Figure 4.

Then we can apply the similar method to compute
PRS

1 .x/ as that in Equation (2) and Theorem 1 based on
the dividing of road segments in Figure 4. We let the first
half Œ�vT , 0/ corresponds to the left phase in Figure 2, and
the second half Œ0, vT/ to the right one. Thus, we have the
following formulas, in which ps denotes the straight-going
probability of vehicles at the intersection.

PRS1
1 .x/ � 1 �

�
1 �

1

2
ps�

�
e�2�.xCRCvT/��ps ,

PRS2
1 .x/ � 1 �

�
1 �

1

2
ps�

�
e�2��2R��ps ,

PRS3
1 .x/ � 1 �

�
1 �

1

2
ps�

�
e�2�.R�x/��ps ,

PRS4
1 .x/ D 0,

PRS5
1 .x/ � 1 �

�
1 �

1

2
ps�

�
e�2�.xCR�vT/��ps

Two approximations are included. The first one is the ratio
of cached vehicles on the outgoing road, which we use
1
2 ps� as the approximate value. The second one is the pass-
ing through of waiting vehicles at intersections when traffic
lights turn green. We directly multiply the rate parameter
by two, which reflects the total vehicle number in the phase
but cannot represent the distribution.

Combining the aforementioned equations, Equation (8)
can be obtained.

When the vehicles coming from east, south, and west
all have a certain caching rate, a similar deduction pro-
cess as mentioned previously can be applied to compute
the approximate future cache coverage ratio of the north

road. The only difference is the ratio of caching vehicles
on the road segments, which also include the left-turn vehi-
cles from east and right-turn vehicles from west besides the
straight-going vehicles from south. We abbreviate the con-
crete formulas and the deductions that are similar as that
mentioned previously.

A simplified part in the aforementioned computation is
the modeling of the passing through process of vehicles
waiting at the intersection when traffic lights turn green,
which generates a uniform vehicle distribution on the out-
going road. Thus, we can refine the method by counting
this uniform distribution into computation. We abbreviate
the concrete formulas due to complexity.

For n-hop cache coverage ratio .n > 1/, the same
approximation method as that used in Section 3.1 can be
applied; thus, we do not repeat here.

3.2.3. Farther-away roads.

As for the farther-away roads that are two or more
intersections away from the caching area, the computa-
tion method is similar. Briefly speaking, whenever vehicle
flows come to a new intersection, we can apply the inter-
section modeling described previously to characterize the
outgoing flow, thus to compute the future cache coverage
ratio on roads after the intersection.

Taking two-intersection-away roads as an example,
when vehicles that pass through the first intersection come
to the second one, we can apply the computation method
for one-intersection scenario with different parameters. For
instance, in the simple method for the one-flow scenario,
1
2 ps� is replaced by 1

2 p2
s� in the computation of PRS

1
on the north-outgoing road. This deduction process can
be easily extended to farther-away roads, although with
accumulated errors.

4. SIMULATION

We conduct intensive simulations to verify the theoretical
analysis. We choose SUMO [7] (version 0.21) to generate
the vehicle traffic, which is based on the realistic micro-
scopic car-following model of vehicles. So the generated
mobility trace represents the reality to a certain extent, thus
more persuasive in the validation of our analysis. In the fol-
lowing, we will describe the simulation environment and
results in detail.

4.1. Validation of analysis on snapshots

First, we present the simulation details for the validation of
analysis on snapshots described in Section 3.1.

4.1.1. Simulation scenario.

We use a Manhattan-like grid road network with a grid
length of 400 m, which contains 30 road segments in each
row and also 30 road segments in each column. Thus, the
total area is 12 � 12 km2. The maximum vehicle speed is
40 km/h. Initially, vehicles are randomly located in the sce-
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nario, and later, vehicles only enter or leave the scenario
from boundaries. We set a long trip for each vehicle so that
the total number of vehicles does not fluctuate greatly dur-
ing the simulation. Note that in this simulation scenario,
the vehicle headway is determined by the microscopic car-
following model, which is more realistic compared with
the exponential-distribution assumption. Besides, we do
not count the vehicles positioned near the map boundaries
in the following results.

4.1.2. Validation results.

We present the detailed results in five parts. First,
we present the validation results in the scenarios with
one lane in each direction and the default SUMO car-
following model (Part a and b), and then we show the
results that prove that the number of lanes (Part c) and
the choice of different car-following models (Part d) do
not have significant effects. Finally, we also change the
street length setting (Part e) to check the validity of
the analysis.

(a) Rate parameters: We need to obtain the rate param-
eters used in our theoretical analysis first. Because we
assume the vehicle headway follows an exponential dis-
tribution, the mean of which equals to the reciprocal of
the rate parameter, that is, 1=�. So the rate parameter
� can be obtained by counting the mean vehicle density
in simulations.

We choose the snapshot at 300 s for analysis because
the simulation scenario experiences a variation because of
the initial uniform vehicle positioning that becomes steady
at about 200 s. We find that there is an obvious difference
between the vehicle density around intersections and that
in non-intersection zones, and setting the radius of intersec-
tion zones to 15 m achieves the greatest difference, which
is used in the following results.

Table II lists the average values of rate parameters in
the simulation scenarios with different total vehicle num-
bers. �1 and �2 denote the rate parameter for intersection
and non-intersection zones, respectively, while � denotes
the rate parameter for overall zones without the distinction
for intersections.

Table II. Values of �.

Vehicle number �1 �2 �

� 5, 000 0.02398 0.005545 0.006880
� 6, 000 0.02856 0.006624 0.008218
� 7, 000 0.03288 0.007710 0.009540
� 8, 000 0.03757 0.008773 0.01087
� 9, 000 0.04234 0.009830 0.01219
� 10, 000 0.04703 0.01093 0.01356
� 11, 000 0.05141 0.01202 0.01488
� 12, 000 0.05552 0.01313 0.01621
� 13, 000 0.05946 0.01429 0.01758
� 14, 000 0.06273 0.01548 0.01891
� 15, 000 0.06590 0.01669 0.02027
� 16, 000 0.06887 0.01795 0.02165

(b) Cache coverage ratio: Then we conduct simula-
tions to verify the analysis on cache coverage ratio. All
results presented in the succeeding text is an average of 50
simulation runs.

Figure 5 shows the plots for one-hop cache coverage
ratios when the transmission radius is 150 m. The x-axis
represents the caching probability, and the y-axis repre-
sents the cache coverage ratio. As is clearly observed, the
results from theoretical analysis match very well with sim-

Figure 5. Comparison between simulations and theoretical anal-
ysis with the transmission radius set to 150 m. The x-axis and
y-axis represent the caching probability and the one-hop cache
coverage ratio, respectively. Legend “S-6000” and “T-6000”
denote the result for simulation and theoretical analysis with a

total vehicle number of 6000 respectively, similar for others.

Figure 6. Comparison between simulations and theoretical anal-
ysis with the transmission radius set to 150 m. The x-axis and
y-axis represent the total vehicle number and the one-hop cache
coverage ratio, respectively, and the error bars represent the
standard derivation in simulation. Legend “S-0.1” denotes the
simulation result with the caching probability of 0.1, while “T-
0.1S” and “T-0.1D” denote the theoretical result using the same
and different rate parameters, respectively, similar for others.
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ulations, which verifies that our analysis is in compliance
with the simulated reality.

To clearly show the relationship between the cache
coverage ratio and the vehicle density, we make plots
alternatively in Figure 6, which also introduces another
comparison between using different rate parameters in
the intersection and non-intersection zones (legend ended
by “D”) and the same rate parameter for overall zones
(legend ended by “S”). The x-axis represents the total vehi-
cle number, and the y-axis represents the cache coverage
ratio. As shown, there is only a slight difference between
simulation and theoretical analysis when the caching prob-
ability is small. Besides, results of theoretical analysis
using different rate parameters always get closer to sim-
ulated reality compared with using a single one for all
zones, which proves the distinction for intersection zones
is helpful.

The results with other transmission radius are similar, so
we omit the plots.

We also verify the two-hop and three-hop cache cov-
erage ratios. Because accurate computation is complex,
Figure 7 shows the theoretical upper bounds and results
from the approximate method instead. As shown, the
upper bounds are closer to the simulation results with a
larger total vehicle number, because there is higher prob-

Figure 7. Results for two-hop cache coverage ratios. The x-axis
and y-axis represent the caching probability and the cache cover-
age ratio, respectively. Legend “S-50-5000-2” and “T-50-5000-
2” denote the simulation result and approximate computation
result for two-hop with the transmission radius of 50 m and a
total vehicle number of 5000, respectively, while “UpBound”

denotes the theoretical upper bound, similar for others.

ability that vehicles exist to forward the transmission so
that the n-hop transmission range with the transmission
radius of R is more approximate to the one-hop range
with the radius of nR. Besides, results from the approx-
imate method match well with simulation, and errors
increase with high vehicle density because the approximate
method uses the same rate parameters for all zones, but
intersections become more important for connectivity in
dense scenarios.

(c) Different number of lanes: We carry out simulations
with different number of lanes in each direction to check
whether the lane number affects the cache coverage ratio or
not. As shown in Figure 8, we change the lane number from
one to six in each direction in scenarios with different vehi-
cle densities, but the cache coverage ratio scarcely changes
when the vehicle density and caching rate remain the same.
Thus, the validity of our analysis is also not affected by the
lane number.

(d) Different car-following models: We also carry out
simulations with different car-following models that char-
acterize the microscopic behavior of vehicles. SUMO pro-
vides several car-following model implementations [10],
and we choose five of them for comparison, that is,
SUMOKrau“ (which is the default car-following model
used in SUMO), SKOrig, SmartSK [11], Wiedemann [12],
and Daniel1.†‡ We set three lanes in each direction
and run the simulations with different vehicle densities.
Figure 9 shows the results. As we can observe, there is
nearly no difference in the results using the five selected
car-following models.

(e) Different street lengths: To check whether the street
length has effects on the validity of our analysis, we exe-
cute simulations with other street lengths, that is, 800 and
1200 m. We keep the entire area of the simulation scenario
unchanged, which is still 12� 12 km2. We change the total
vehicle number accordingly to maintain suitable vehicle
densities. The results are shown in Figure 10, which proves
that the analysis results match well with simulation in the
scenarios with different street lengths and vehicle densities.
Besides, using different rate parameters in the intersection
and non-intersection zones can obtain much better results
compared with using a single one for all zones in scenarios
with larger street lengths. Note that the ranges of inter-
section zones also become larger, for example, 100 m in
1200-m-long street.

4.2. Validation of analysis on
mobility impacts

We also conduct intensive simulations to verify the analysis
that considers the mobility impacts on the cache coverage
ratio presented in Section 3.2.

†A model proposed by Daniel Krajzewicz, lacking documentation.
‡The reason why we choose these five car-following models is that

other models implemented in SUMO suffer from some problems such

as Intelligent-Driver Model (IDM) [13].
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Figure 8. Results for different number of lanes in each direction.

Figure 9. Results for different car-following models. The lane number is set to three in each direction.

4.2.1. Simulation scenario.

We use different scenarios that contain typical intersec-
tions with simple cyclic traffic lights just like those we use
in the analysis. The signal phase length is 30 s, and the
speed limit is 40 km/h. There are three lanes in each direc-
tion so that vehicles going to different directions do not
affect each other. In the one-intersection scenario, vehicle
flows are generated in all the four directions. For each flow,
we turn on the “randomized-flows” flag in SUMO so that
vehicles enter the scenario at random instants with a pre-
defined mean headway, which approximately simulates an

exponentially distributed vehicle headway. The fixed turn-
ing probabilities of vehicles at the intersection are set to
the default values of SUMO, that is, vehicles go straight
with a probability of 0.5, turn right with a probability of
0.3, and turn left with a probability of 0.2. In the two-
intersection scenario, the second intersection is exactly at
the north of the first one connected by a road, and vehicle
flows are also generated in each direction. In both scenar-
ios, we check snapshots at different instants after vehicle
flows pass through the intersections to obtain the cache
coverage ratio on the outgoing road. Each result shown in
the succeeding text is an average of 100 independent runs.
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Figure 10. Results for different street lengths. The x-axis and
y-axis represent the caching probability and the one-hop cache
coverage ratio, respectively. Legend “S-3000,800m” denotes
the simulation result with 3000 vehicles and the street length of
800 m, while “T-3000S,800m” and “T-3000D,800m” denote the
theoretical result using the same and different rate parameters

respectively, similar for others.

4.2.2. Validation results.

We present the validation results for both scenarios as
follows.

(a) One-intersection-away road: In the one-intersection
scenario, we use two different caching settings. The first
one is that only the south road locates in the caching area,
which means only vehicles coming from south have a cer-
tain caching rate. The second one is that vehicles from
the east, south, and west all have a certain caching rate.
Figure 11 shows the results for both settings.

As observed, results of the theoretical analysis again
match well with simulation in both caching settings under
scenarios with different mean entrance intervals of each
vehicle flow. Comparatively, refined method gives a bit
more accurate results. Better results are obtained in the
second caching settings because of the more uniformly
distributed caching vehicles.

We abbreviate the results for two-hop cache coverage
ratio (or more) because they are quite similar with only a
little higher difference between simulation and analysis.

(b) Two-intersection-away road: In the two-intersection
scenario, we also use the same two caching settings as
mentioned previously. Figure 12 shows the results, and
we omit the results from the refined method that cannot
generate much better results than the simple one.

As shown, the standard derivations of simulation results
become much larger, which means that the increase of
uncertainty on two-intersection-away roads and the analy-
sis results are close to the average simulation results.

Figure 11. Comparison between simulations and theoretical
analysis with the transmission radius set to 150 m. The x-axis
and y-axis represent the caching probability and the one-hop
cache coverage ratio, respectively, and the error bars represent
the standard derivation in simulation. Mean arrival time of vehi-
cles and the number of flows that contain cached vehicles are
labeled in plots, for example, “9s, 3 flows”. Legend “Sim,” “Sim-
ple,” and “Refined” denote the simulation result, results from
simple, and refined computation methods, respectively, similar

for others.

5. RELATED WORK

To improve the VANET performance, researchers have
proposed many data dissemination mechanisms. Geo-
based routing utilizes the location information to assist
packet routing and forwarding. For instance, GyTAR [14]
finds out the intersections that packets should pass
through the shortest path, and then packets are greed-
ily forwarded to the next intersection. Multiple fac-
tors are considered in forwarder selection to deal with
the dynamic scenarios, including neighbor distance and
channel frame error rate [15]. Carry-and-forward mecha-
nism is introduced for disconnected scenarios, for exam-
ple, UV-CAST [16] prefers boundary vehicles of con-
nected network components as forwarders. However, these
mechanisms cannot ensure good communication perfor-
mance between distant vehicles, especially for scenarios of
intermittent connectivity.

Some empirical caching mechanisms have been pro-
posed for VANETs. In Hamlet [3], vehicles make caching
decisions based on individual observations of data present
around. Roadcast [4] considers content popularity for
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Figure 12. Comparison between simulations and theoretical
analysis with the transmission radius set to 150 m. The x-axis
and y-axis represent the caching probability and the one-hop
cache coverage ratio, respectively, and the error bars repre-
sent the standard derivation in simulation. Mean arrival time of
vehicles and the number of flows that contain cached vehicles
are labeled in plots, for example, “9s, 3 flows”. Legend “Sim”
and “Simple” denote the result from simulation and simple

computation method, respectively, similar for others.

specific applications in cache replacement when the cache
buffer is full. Live VANET CDN [17] spreads cached
copies around the requester position to amplify the
caching effects.

Theoretical analysis for VANETs mainly concentrates
on the network connectivity. Existing work [18] introduces
percolation theory to study the critical parameters for con-
nectivity, which include vehicle density and transmission
radius. Another study utilizes the coverage process to ana-
lyze the same problem [19]. There is also work studying
the obstacle effects on connectivity [20]. As for caching,
only the one-hop mobility influence is discussed [21],
which cares about local effects. Besides, researches on
vehicle mobility model [22] try to characterize the patterns
of vehicle mobility, which mainly aim to help simulation.

To summarize, existing work mainly presents specific
data dissemination and caching mechanisms, or conducts
theoretical analysis on VANET connectivity, while the
analysis for caching effects on the network is missing to
the best of our knowledge. Therefore, our work fills this
blank as an initial step. Our analysis not only applies to
caching but also applies for any scenario in which data can
be accessed all around. A typical example is using buses as
the Internet gateways or information dissemination source.

Combining with the bus mobility model and distribution,
our analysis can be utilized to assess the performance, and
then guide the related strategy design. Besides, our anal-
ysis can also potentially be applied in the scenarios of
crowdsourcing [23] and cellular networks [24,25].

6. CONCLUSION
We present the theoretical analysis for caching effects in
urban VANETs. The cache coverage ratio is proposed to
measure the caching effects in the network, and we find the
quantitative relationship among the cache coverage ratio,
vehicle density, transmission radius, caching rate, and so
on. We also analyze the vehicle mobility impacts to pre-
dict the cache coverage ratio on surrounding roads of the
caching area. Our analysis results match very well with
simulation. Given the vehicle density and transmission
range, our analysis model can be used to find the suitable
caching rate for desired cache coverage, which is helpful
for the design of caching mechanisms. Besides, the analy-
sis method can be easily extended to other scenarios with
multiple data access points, for example, using buses as
gateways to access the Internet, deploying roadside units
to serve as data sources. Our future work includes the
extension of the analysis for other scenarios such as using
buses as the data dissemination sources and the design of
caching mechanisms.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF
THEOREM 1

Because of the fact that the computation method of
QRS

1 for different road segments are similar, we only
choose a typical one, that is, RS3, to show the concrete
deduction process.

Figure A.1. The transmission range of a node on RS3.
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As shown in Figure A.1, a node located at x on RS3 sat-

isfies x 2
�p

R2 � r2, R
i
, so the transmission range can

be divided into three parts, that is, .r, xC R� located in the
non-intersection zone, .x � R, r� located in the intersection

zone, and
h
�
p

R2 � x2,
p

R2 � x2
i

located in the inter-

section zone on the vertical road. Thus, we can compute
QRS3

1 .x/ as follows.

QRS3
1 .x/ D 1 � P.no caching node exists in .x � R, r� or

.r, xC R�/ or
h
�
p

R2 � x2,
p

R2 � x2
i�

D 1 �
1X

nD0

e��1.rCR�x/ Œ�1.rC R � x/�n

nŠ
.1 � �/n�

1X
nD0

e��2.xCR�r/ Œ�2.xC R � r/�n

nŠ
.1 � �/n�

1X
nD0

e��1�2
p

R2�x2 .�1 � 2
p

R2 � x2/n

nŠ
.1 � �/n

D 1 � e

h
��1.rCR�x/��2.xCR�r/��1�2

p
R2�x2

i
��

.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF
THEOREM 2

Let the reference node locate at the origin, and there are
other nodes on the axis with the node interval following an
exponential distribution. The one-hop distance of a node
is determined by the farthest node within the transmission
range. Because of symmetry, we only need to consider one
direction. Thus, the expected one-hop distance of the ref-
erence node is equal to the coordinate of the farthest node
located in Œ0, R�. So we first compute the probability that
the farthest node locates at x.0 � x � R/.

Let Pn.x/ denote the probability that the nth node in
Œ0, R� except the reference node, which is at the origin,
locates at x. We have the following formulas.

P1.x/ D �e��x,

P2.x/ D
Z x

0
�e��x1 � �e��.x�x1/dx1

D e��x�2x,

P3.x/ D
Z x

0
�e��x1

Z x�x1

0
�e��x2 � �e��.x�x1�x2/dx2dx1

D
1

2
e��x�3x2,

� � � ,

Pn.x/ D
Z x

0
�e��x1

Z x�x1

0
�e��x2

Z x�x1�x2

0
�e��x3 � � �

Z x�x1�x2�����xn�1

0
�e��xn �

�e��.x�x1�x2�����xn/dxndxn�1 � � � dx1

D
e��x�nxn�1

.n � 1/Š
.

Let Qn.x/ denote the probability that there are n nodes
in Œ0, R� except the reference node and the nth node locates
at x. We have the following formula.

Qn.x/ D Pn.x/
Z 1

R�x
�e��tdt

D
e��R�nxn�1

.n � 1/Š
.

Therefore, the expected one-hop distance can be com-
puted as follows.

E.D/ D
1X

nD0

Z R

0
Qn.x/xdx

D R �
1 � e��R

�
.
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